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Given n points in three dimensional euclidean space, not all lying on a plane, let 1 be the 
number of lines determined by the points, and let p be the number of planes determined. 
We show that 1’3 cnp, where c > 0. This is the weak version of the so-called Points-Lines- 
Planes conjecture (a conjecture of considerable interest to combinatorialists) being an instance 
of the conjectured log-concavity of the Whitney numbers. 
We also show that there is always a point incident with at least cl planes, where c > 0, 
provided that the n points do not all lie on two skew lines. This result lends support to our 
conjecture, published in 1981, that n - 1 +p + 2 2 0. 
1. Introduction 
We prove two results about arrangements of points in real euclidean space E3, 
which do not all lie on a single plane. The second of these, Theorem 2, is a weak 
version of the so-called Points-Lines-Planes conjecture-a result of considerable 
interest to combinatorialists. 
Some time ago [5] we conjectured that if the points do not all lie on two skew 
lines, then n - 1 + p + 2 2 0, where n is the number of points, 1 the number of 
lines, and p is the number of planes. In [5], we proved the conjecture if no three 
points are collinear. If true, the conjecture implies p > clZ, where c1 > 0. 
In Theorem 1 we prove that there is always a point P incident with at least c,l 
planes, which is stronger. 
Theorem 1 is analogous to a theorem proved by Beck [l], and Szemeredi and 
Trotter [2]-the so called weak Dirac conjecture: Given IZ points in the plane, not 
all on a line, one of the original points is incident with at least c& lines, where 
cd>O. 
Our second result, Theorem 2 states that l2 > c2np, where c2 > 0, provided only 
that the points do not all lie in a single plane. This is a weak version of the 
so-called Points-Lines-Planes Conjecture. A stronger form, says that I2 2 np, 
which is an instance of the log-concavity conjecture for Whitney numbers. In fact, 
probably 1’2 1.5~~ is true. For more details, see the section in J.A. Welsh’s 
Mutroid Theory-[3] dealing with Rota’s Unimodality Conjecture-Chapter 16, 
Section 2, p. 288-292. 
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2. The first theorem 
Theorem 1. Given n points in E3, not all on a plane, not all contained in two skew 
lines, forming 1 lines and p planes, there is a point P of the original n that is 
incident with at least cl1 of the p planes, where c1 > 0. 
Proof. 
Case 1. Suppose that no plane contains &,n or more points. The n points are not 
all collinear. Hence by a theorem of Beck, Szemeredi, and Trotter [l] and [2], 
which we apply to one of the infinitely many non-degenerate planar projections of 
the n points, there is a Dirac point P-i.e., one of the original n points incident 
with at least cdn lines. Naturally the original unprojected point P must also be 
incident with that many lines in E3. These lines intersect the plane M at infinity in 
as many points, and at most &n of them are collinear. A result conjectured by 
Erdos and proved by Beck [l] and Purdy [4] states that given n points in the 
plane with at most n - k on any line, the number of lines formed is at least c,kn, 
where c, > 0. Hence there are at least c,kn >$c,(l -&)n’> cIn2 lines in M, 
provided ci is sufficiently small, and hence that many planes pass through P. 
Case 2. There is a plane M which contains &n or more points. Let the exact 
number of points contained by M be n - k, so that k s (1 - &)n. Let 1’ be the 
number of lines in M, and let P be a point not on M. The number of planes 
through P is at least 1’. Suppose that at most half of the n - k points of M lie on 
any line. Then 1’ 3 fc,(n - k)2 2 $c&J2n2. But 1 < in2 and I’> c,l if ci is small 
enough, and the result follows. 
We may therefore suppose that there is a line 1 in M containing at least 
i(n - k) 2 :cdn points. 
Let Yi, . . . . , Y, be the k points not on M. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 2a. Suppose they all lie on a plane N through L. Then they form at least 
I” 2 c,kn lines in the plane N. Consider 1’ + 1” 2 1 - kn. If ci is sufficiently small, 
then 1’ + l”> 2c,l, so that max(l’, Z”) > cIl. Just as P is a point not on M, let Q be 
a point not on N. Then Q will be incident with at least 1” planes, just as P is 
incident with at least 1’ planes. One of the two points satisfies the theorem. 
We may therefore assume that the points Yi, . . . , Y, do not all lie on a single 
plane through L. Given this assumption, we still need to distinguish two further 
cases. 
Case 2b. The points Yi, . . . , Y, are not all collinear. Let N,, . . . , IV, be the planes 
through L that are needed to cover all of the points Yi, . . . , Yk. By the 
theorem of Beck, Szemeredi, and Trotter, which we apply to any of infinitely many 
non-degenerate planar projections of the points Y1, . . . , Y,, there is a 
point P, one of the k points, which forms at least cdk lines with the other q. 
We can suppose that at least half of these lines connect with points E; that lie 
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on planes Ni different from P. To see this, suppose that more than $,k of them 
lie in the same plane as P. Then any point Q on a different plane ~j will form that 
many lines with points in a different plane, and we would simply use Q in place of 
P. 
We may therefore assume that there are m s&k lines PY which do not go 
through the line L. Thinking projectively, we let Z,, . . . , Z, be the intersections 
of these m lines with the plane M-possibly at infinity. We consequently have a 
line L with at least &,n points and m 3:cdk points not on the line L. These must 
form &,(cd)2kn = c’kn different lines which form as many planes through P, even 
though the lines are not necessarily formed by the original II points. Let r be the 
number of planes incident with P. Then r > c’kn and r 3 1’. Hence (1 + 
(c’)-‘)}r 2 1’ + nk 2 1, and r B c,l if c1 is sufficiently small, and the theorem is 
satisfied. 
Case 2c. We now suppose that the points Y,, . . . , Yk all lie on a line L, skew to 
the line L. By assumption, the original y1 points do not all lie on two skew lines, 
and therefore there is a point R not on either L or L1. Every point Xi on L and Y 
on L, forms a plane with R. We obtain in this way at least &nk planes through 
the point R. If I> 2kn, then 1’ > I- kn 3 $1, and any point P not on the plane M 
is incident with enough planes to satisfy the theorem. But if 1 s 2kn, then R is 
incident with at least $cdnk 3 &l planes, and the theorem is proved. 0 
3. A proof of the Points-Lines-Planes Conjecture 
Theorem 2. Given n points in E3, not all on a plane, let 1 be the number of lines 
determined and p the number of planes. Then 
l2 > c2np, where c2 > 0. 
Proof. 
Case 1. Suppose that no line contains &z or more points. Then projecting into a 
plane, and using a result proved by Beck [l], and Purdy [5], I a $c,n*. Since 
P d &z3, it then follows that l2 3 (&,)2n4 B c,np, if c2 is sufficiently small. 
Case 2. There is a line L containing at least in points. Let’s say that L contains 
exactly II - k points, so that k <in. We shall find an upper bound on p and a 
lower bound on 1. 
Thus p s ik3 + i(n - k)k* + k cik2n, since any plane containing two points of 
L contains all of L. On the other hand, projecting into the plane, it is easy to see 
that n - k points on a line, and k points not on the line determine at least 
$k(n - k) - k2sakn lines, giving 1 ~dkn. Thus I2 >&kZn2 2 c,pn, if c2 is 
sufficiently small, using our upper bound for p. 
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